


I. WAR IS COMING! 
WAR IS COMING! (7:12) 

2. SLOWLY WE WALK TOGETHER (5:53) 

3. PLATINUM JAZZ (7:14) 

4. I GOT YOU (6:04) 

5. L.A. SUNSHINE (9:58) 

6. RIVER NIGER (8:40) 

7. H2OVERTURE (3:59) 

8. CITY, COUNTRY, CITY (7:23) 

9. SMILE HAPPY (3:59) 

10. DELIVER THE WORD (5:53) 

II. NAPPY HEAD (Theme from “Ghetto Man”) (4:12) 

12. FOUR CORNERED ROOM (7:15) 

All Compositions Written by War (Allen/Brown/Dickerson/ 

Jordan/Miller/ Oskar/Scott), except “L.A. Sunshine” & 

“River Niger” by War & Jerry Goldstein. 

All Songs Published by TMC Music Inc./ 

Far Out Music ASCAP. 

© 1972, 1973, 1975, 
1977 & 1993, © 1977 & 
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Out Productions, Inc., a 
Division of Audio Video 
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Marketed by Rhino 
Records, Inc., 10635 Santa 
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& Distributed by WEA. 
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By the mid-l970’s, War had reached a commercial peak matched by few bands of the era. 

This unlikely partnership of six African-American musicians from Los Angeles and a Danish 

harmonica wizard won across-the-board popularity with such million-selling albums as All 

Day Music, The World Is A Ghetto, Why Can’t We Be Friends?, Deliver The Word, 

War Live and Greatest Hits. Spurring on their success was a series of now-classic singles, 

among them Slippin’ Into Darkness, The Cisco Kid, Low Rider and Summer. 

Yet, the hits only told part of the story. Beyond the radio-ready 45s that kept the band on 

the charts, War had recorded a distinctive body of work that captured another side of their tal¬ 

ents. These longer, more exploratory numbers were as fundamental to the War sound as the 

shorter, more famous songs. 

Platinum Jazz gathered the best of these largely instrumental numbers together in a two- 

disc album, released on the Blue Note label in September 1977. Augmenting six previously 

released album tracks were six new tunes, including three from the film soundtrack to THE RIVER 

NIGER. Less than a month after it was released, Platinum Jazz earned RIAA gold certification. 

I <platinum Jazz took us a little left of field for a minute,” says War keyboardist/singer Lonnie 

r Jordan. “We got away from songs like Cisco Kid and Low Rider and all that and went more 

free-form. But really, the free-form music was what got us into creating the hits in the first place. 

The difference was, we’d gotten into the habit of editing our music down, but here we kept it in 

the original state.” 

War’s membership had been developing their far-ranging improvisational abilities from their 

earliest days. The band traces its origins to The Creators, an L.A.-based R&B group that featured 

future War-mates Howard Scott (guitar), Harold Brown (drums), Lonnie Jordan (keyboards), B.B. 

Dickerson (bass) and Charles Miller (saxophone) in the mid-’60s. Going beyond the restrictions 

of the typical club act, The Creators took on such unusual projects as backing up psychedelic 

saxman Jay Contreli, who encouraged them to delve into more avant-garde musical realms. 

When the group reorganized itself as The Nightshift in 1968, it gained further jazz creden¬ 

tials with the addition of percussionist Sylvester “Papa Dee” Allen. Among other credits, East 

Coast expatriate Allen had played in Dizzy Gillespie’s band for a time. He helped to move The 

Nightshift further away from the conventional soul revue format, which in turn attracted the 

attention of producer Jerry Goldstein, ex-Animals lead singer Eric Burdon and his harmonica¬ 

playing sidekick Lee Oskar in 1969. 

Burdon kept The Nightshift’s core line up, added Oskar and dubbed the new combo War. 

The rest, as they say, is history — War recorded two LPs with Burdon, then went off on their 

own and hit a gold and platinum earning streak from their All Day Music LP (1971) onward. 

After the release of War’s Greatest Hits album in 1976, producer Jerry Goldstein and the 

band thought it would be appropriate to put out Platinum Jazz as a companion album contain¬ 

ing the best of War’s extended jams and instrumental pieces. They also wanted to go after the 

jazz market in earnest for the first time. While certain War cuts had received jazz radio airplay in 

the past, such stations had never been serviced by the band’s record company, United Artists. To 

help set this album apart, Platinum Jazz was released by Blue Note, a UA-affiliated label leg¬ 

endary for its all-star jazz roster. 

To spice up the album, previously unheard tracks were culled from Goldstein’s library of 

War recordings at Far Out Productions. War Is Coming! War Is Coming! was one of these simmer¬ 

ing funk/rock pieces that ominously builds in momentum as the band sings of international strife. 

Also from Far Out archives came the sultry Latin jazz ballad Slowly We Walk Together, featuring 

Jordan’s rhythmic electric piano and an enticing horn line by Miller and Oskar. 

Three of Platinum Jazz’s tracks came from War’s soundtrack music for THE RIVER NIGER. 

Set in South Central Los Angeles, the film version of this gritty street drama starred James 

Earl Jones and Cicely Tyson. War’s background as an L.A.-based group made them an appropriate 

choice for the assignment. There was no soundtrack album, but selections of the score were 

included on Platinum Jazz. (While this was their first contribution to a major film, the band had 

previously composed the music for THE GROOVE, a movie starring Robert Culp that was never 

released.) 

Platinum Jazz’s title track — built around Oskar’s genial harmonica melody — was first 

composed for THE RIVER NIGER. So was the dreamy, wistful / Got You, heard in one of the film’s 

sadder scenes. The title song for THE RIVER NIGER captured Los Angeles’ multi-cultural essence 

with its fiery Afro-Latin arrangement. 

In between / Got You and The River Niger comes LA. Sunshine, released as the album’s only 

single in June 1977 with Slowly We Walk Together as the B-side. Having achieved the number one 

position on the Billboard Hot 100 R&B charts, LA. Sunshine was a potent slice of Latin funk, dri¬ 

ven by Scott’s scratchy guitar line and a clattering percussion groove. The version heard here was 

edited from the album version to accommodate time constraints. 

Rounding out the album is a brace of popular tracks from previous LPs that compliments the 

new tunes. H2Overture (first included on War’s 1973 album Deliver The Word) is a glisten¬ 

ing jazz/funk piece with an elegant arrangement by B.B. Dickerson. (Harold Brown reports that 





the song was used to accompany a ballet performance on television some years back.) 

City, Country, City is perhaps the best-known of the album cuts included here; it received 

quite a bit of FM airplay after appearing on War’s hugely successful triple platinum 1972 LP The 

World Is A Ghetto. This far-ranging instrumental travels from ’60s R&B through urban jazz and 

into Latin territory. Originally, City, Country, City was composed for the film NIGGER CHARLIE, 

though it ultimately wasn’t included. “They weren’t giving us enough credit and money, so we 

took the song back,” Lonnie Jordan recalls. “The movie didn’t make it that big, but our record did.” 

Smile Happy (from I975’s Why Can’t We Be Friends?) lives up to its title admirably, 

blending everything from gentle acoustic guitar lines to odd saxophone touches. (Lee Oskar 

recalls that the now-familiar grinning face on the Friends album cover was inspired by this song.) 

Deliver The Word comes next; originally the title cut of War’s aforementioned ’73 album, this 

moody number features lyrics mostly improvised by Jordan in the studio. “We worked on that 

one at Caribou Ranch studios high up in Colorado,” Jordan says. “I remember not being able to 

breathe very well because of the altitude, but I gave it a shot anyway and it turned out well in the 

end.” 

If the Latin-flavored Nappy Head from All Day Music has the feel of a soundtrack piece, 

that’s no accident; it was composed for GHETTO MAN, a War film project that never got off the 

drawing board. “Papa Dee Allen had the idea of writing a film about a superhero from the ghet¬ 

to,” Jordan says. “Then we got too busy and never made the movie. But later on, he took the idea 

further and came up with the lyrics to The World Is A Ghetto.” 

Closing Platinum Jazz is Four Cornered Room, first included on the Ghetto LP. This brood¬ 

ing, atmospheric number shows off War’s more serious side. “The meaning of the title changed,” 

says Howard Scott. “At first, it was about a place — then it came to mean a person’s head, when 

you sit around thinking about yourself.” 

I n addition to scoring gold, Platinum Jazz became the first (and thus far, only) War album to 

I top the jazz charts and later lived up to its name by becoming the only platinum album in the 

history of Blue Note Records. While not laden with the classic singles of their earlier LPs, the 

songs contained on Platinum Jazz are testament to the band’s instrumental virtuosity and will¬ 

ingness to experiment, no matter what musical category you care to place them in. 

— Barry Alfonso 
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COMING! (7:12) 

2. SLOWLY WE WALK 

TOGETHER (5:53) 

3. PLATINUM JAZZ (7:14) 

4. I GOT YOU (6:04) 

5. L.A. SUNSHINE (9:58) 

Personnel: 

HOWARD SCOTT: guitar; percussion; vocals 

B.B. DICKERSON: bass; percussion; vocals 

LONNIE JORDAN: keyboards; percussion; vocals 

HAROLD BROWN: drums; percussion; vocals 

PAPA DEE ALLEN: conga; bongos; percussion; vocals 

CHARLES MILLER: flute; clarinet; alto, tenor & baritone 

saxes; percussion; vocals 

LEE OSKAR: harmonica; percussion; vocals 

6. RIVER NIGER (8:40) 

7. H2OVERTURE (3:59) 

8. CITY, COUNTRY, CITY (7:23) 

9. SMILE HAPPY (3:59) 

10. DELIVER THE WORD (5:53) 

I I. NAPPY HEAD (Theme from 

“Ghetto Man”) (4:12) 

12. FOUR CORNERED ROOM (7:15) 

(Total Time 77:84) 
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